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Lessons from the LHC and NP searches
I The 125 GeV Scalar behaves as a SM-like Higgs boson,
I Almost all HEP tests (fermion currents, VVV and VVVV

gauge structure , CKM for mixing and CPV, etc., ) are
confirming the SM,

I However, several open issues of SM seem to call for New
Physics,

I In particular, the light Higgs mass itself could be taken as a
hint of SUSY.

I Unification of gauge couplings, radiative EWSB, DM
candidates, are also good motivations for SUSY,



The MSSM particle content

SM Superpartners

SM W±,Z , γ Wino,Zino, Photino
Bosons gluon gluino

Higgs bosons Higgsinos

SM quarks squarks
Fermions leptons sleptons

neutrinos sneutrinos

Mixing of gauginos and Higgsinos →
Charginos (χ±i , i = 1, 2) and Neutralinos (χ0

j , j = 1, 4),

Gravitino is also part of the spectrum.

Within SUSY models LSP is a viable DM candidate and nature of
LSP determines SUSY phenomenology!



What could be the LSP?

I Most popular LSP choice Neutralino (χ0
1), (Higgsino-like,

Bino-like, wino-like)

I If χ0
1 = LSP, signal of SUSY is cascade decays and missing

energy , e.g. χ0
2→l+l− + χ0

1.

I Another possibility: sneutrino LSP,
( ν̃L disfavored by direct DM search, but ν̃R is still allowed).

I Still another option for LSP is: Gravitino (Ψ̃µ = G̃ ),

I For a very light Gravitino LSP (within GMM), signals include
photons from χ0

1→G̃ + γ.

I Also G̃ with M = O(EW ) scale is a viable DM candidate, and
the nature of NLSP determines SUSY pheno.



Gravitino as LSP in SUGRA models

I In supergravity, SUSY mass parameters are related to
gravitino mass (m3/2),

I Gravitino is a spin 3/2, very weakly interacting particle, with
coupling ' 1/MPl (in supergravity).

I The next-to-lightest SUSY particle could be long lived,

I We have many possibilities for the NLSP: neutralino,
chargino, stau, stop, sneutrino. Each with its own distinct
phenomenology.

I We take m3/2 as a free parameter; lighter than other sparticle
masses, with a SUSY spectrum similar to SLIM SUSY.



NLSP Candidates with gravitino LSP

I Neutralino (neutral NLSP) ( See: J. L. Feng, S. Su and F. Takayama, “Supergravity

with a gravitino LSP,” Phys. Rev. D 70, 075019 (2004) [hep-ph/0404231]., )

I Chargino (Charged NLSP) (See: G. D. Kribs, A. Martin and T. S. Roy,

“Supersymmetry with a Chargino NLSP and Gravitino LSP,” JHEP 0901, 023 (2009) [arXiv:0807.4936

[hep-ph]]. ),

I Stau (charged NLSP) ( See: J. L. Feng, S. Su and F. Takayama, “Supergravity with a

gravitino LSP,” Phys. Rev. D 70, 075019 (2004) [hep-ph/0404231]., ),

I Sneutrino (neutral NLSP) ( See: L. Covi and S. Kraml, “Collider signatures of

gravitino dark matter with a sneutrino NLSP,” JHEP 0708, 015 (2007)[hep-ph/0703130 [HEP-PH]];

K. Kadota, K. A. Olive and L. Velasco-Sevilla, “A Sneutrino NLSP in the nu CMSSM,” Phys. Rev. D 79,

055018 (2009) [arXiv:0902.2510 [hep-ph]].),

I Stop (charged and colored NLSP) ( See: J. L. Diaz-Cruz, J. R. Ellis, K. A. Olive

and Y. Santoso, “On the feasibility of a stop NLSP in gravitino dark matter scenarios,” JHEP 0705, 003

(2007) [arXiv:hp-ph/0701229]. See also Y. Santoso (ArXive:0903.2860 [hep-ph], L. Covi and F. Dradi,

“Long-Lived stop at the LHC with or without R-parity,” JCAP 1410, no. 10, 039 (2014) [arXiv:1403.4923

[hep-ph]]. )



Gravitino interactions in the MSSM

I All interactions can be derived from SUGRA lagrangian
(Wess-Bagger),

I Most relevant ones can be identified from the fact that Ψ̃µ

couples to the supercurrent:

I Coupling with chiral superfields:

L1 = − 1√
2M

D̃∗νφ
∗
i Ψ̃µγ

νγµχi
R + h.c .(L→R) (1)

I Coupling with vector superfields:

L2 =
i

8M
¯̃
µΨ[γν , γρ]γµλaF a

νρ (2)

I Stop mass eigensates are to be considered,



Goldstino Approximation



Parameter Constraints for Stop NLSP

Several constraints on SUSY parameters are required for
consistency of this scenario:

I Collider limits on stable particles, e.g. mt̃ ≥ 744 GeV for
τ = 10µs→103 sec, (CMS ArXive: 1801.00359 [hep-ex]).

I Cosmology Constraints (BBN, DM relic density)

I When on works within specific models (CMSSM, minimal
Sugra, NUHM, etc), must also ckeck that other constraints
are satisfied (EWSB, higgs mass, etc),

I We can also follow some variant of the pMSSM (our choice is
the Slim SUSY with gravitino LSP ),



Slim SUSY spectrum

We are now adding the gravitino as the LSP.



Stop lifetime: 2-body



Stop NLSP cosmological and Collider constraints 1

1L. Covi and F. Dradi, “Long-Lived stop at the LHC with or without
R-parity,” JCAP 1410, no. 10, 039 (2014) [arXiv:1403.4923 [hep-ph]].



Stop lifetime: 3-body



Stop lifetime: 3-body



Stop lifetime: 3-body



Stop lifetime: 2- and 3-body



Gravitino and traditional QFT Pert. methods
Massive gravitino is spin-3/2 particle, it involves complicated
Feynman rules using traditional QFT pert. methods, i.e.

I Draw all diagrams and write down the amplitude(s)

I Square and sum/average over helicities,

I Integrate over phase space to get cross-sections/Decay widths

Indeed, in the last decades we have seen the use of modern helicity
methods to get lots of practical results and amazing theoretical
insights into perturbative QFT (YM, gravity, strings).



Helicity methods - massless case (p2 = 0)
I 4-momentum and Weyl spinors:

pµ→pµσ
µ
aȧ = paȧ = |p]a < p|ȧ

[pk] ≡ [p|a|k]a ≡ φa
κa, 〈pk〉 ≡ 〈p|ȧ|k〉

ȧ ≡ φȧκ
ȧ

I 4-component spinors:

u−(p) = v+(p) =

(
|p]a

0

)
, u+(p) = v−(p) =

(
0

|p〉ȧ
)
,

u−(p) = v+(p) = (0, 〈p|ȧ), u+(p) = v−(p) = ([p|a, 0),

(3)

I Spinor relations: 〈q p〉[p q] = 2p · q = (p + q)2,

< 1|γµ|2 >< 3|γµ|4 >= 2 < 13 >< 24 > (4)



Stop NLSP - lifetime



Stop NLSP - lifetime



Stop NLSP - lifetime



Stop NLSP - lifetime



Stop NLSP - lifetime



Conclusions

I SUSY can be motivated beyond the Naturalness paradigm,

I Scenario with gravitino LSP and stop NLSP was studied,

I 2- and 3-body modes result in stop lifetimes τ = 105→1012 s,

I When 4-body mode is only open channel for Stop NLSP, its
decay into gravitino LSP could have very long lifetime
(of order 1016 sec.), which may have effects during galaxy
formation epoch,

I Results on Amplitudes extended to massive gravitino case,



The Higgs profile: ghVV = κVg
sm
hVV , ghff = κFg

sm
hff ,



Is the naturalness paradigm in trouble?

I Some want to be patient → Nature has to be natural,

I Others are getting impatient: May be there is no hierarchy
problem!

I But some are starting to get desperate: → The Multiverse! ,

I Are we going to have only one light scalar in nature?
... I do not think so.



SUSY/MSSM: My favorite route for PBSM

Minimal extension of the SM consistent with SUSY, is based on:

I SM Gauge Group (→ gauge bosons and gauginos),

I 3 families of fermions and sfermions,

I Two Higgs doublets (Hu and Hd),

I Soft-breaking of SUSY (Hidden sector),

I R-parity distinguish SM and their superpartners
→ LSP is stable and DM candidate.



The MSSM Higgs sector

I It is a 2HDM of type-II (at tree-level) → h0,H0,A0,H±,

I Radiative effects of Stop-top loops needed to make:
mh > mZ ; simple one-loop approx.:

m2
h = [m2

Z cos2 2β + ε sin2 β] (5)

where

ε =
3m2

t

2π2 sin2 β
[log(

m2
S

m2
t

) +
X 2
t

m2
S

(1− X 2
t

12m2
S

] (6)

Xt = At − µ cotβ, m2
S = m1m2

I Thus, to get mh = 125− 126 GeV need:
Massive 3rd family squarks with mS = O(TeV) or Large
Xt-terms,



MSSM Higgs mass (Djouadi etal., Giudice etal. )



Stop NLSP within CMSSM

M̃2
t̃ =

 M2
LL M2

LR

M2 †
LR M2

RR

 , (7)

where

M2
LL = M2

t̃L
+ m2

t + 1
6 cos 2β (4m2

w −m2
z) ,

M2
RR = M2

t̃R
+ m2

t + 2
3 cos 2β sin2 θw m2

z ,

M2
LR = Atv sinβ/

√
2−mt µ cotβ ,

(8)



Stop mass matrix

The stop mass eigenstates are given by:

m2
t̃1

= m2
t +

1

2
(M2

t̃L
+ M2

t̃R
) +

1

4
m2

Z cos 2β − ∆

2
(9)

m2
t̃2

= m2
t +

1

2
(M2

t̃L
+ M2

t̃R
) +

1

4
m2

Z cos 2β +
∆

2
(10)

where:
∆2 = M2

t̃L
−M2

t̃R
+ 1

6 cos 2β(8m2
W − 5m2

Z ) + 4mt(At − µcotβ).

The mixing angle to go from the weak (t̃L, t̃R) to the mass
eigenstates (t̃1, t̃2), is given by: tan θt̃ = (m2

t̃1
−M2

LL)/M2
LR .



SUSY Braking and its Mediation (N. Seiberg)



SUSY Flavor Problem

I Bounds on superpartner masses can be obtained from their
contribution to FCNC transitions, i.e. for b→s + γ:

I For heavy sfermions (as coming from LHC limits)
FCNC SUSY effects in b→sγ → SM values.

I However, generic soft-breaking terms would lead to exclusion
of MSSM, e.g. K − K̄ , B − B̄ mixing,



SUSY Flavor Problem



Solutions to SUSY Flavor Problem

The amplitude for a generic FCNC transition is:

A(qi→qj + X ) =
∑

c0KiαK ∗jαf (m2
α) (11)

Then, to get a suppression for the amplitude we could have:

I Universality: f (m2
α) =cte., then:

∑
KiαK ∗jα = δij ,

I Alignment: Kiα << 1,

I Decoupling: f (m2
α) ' 1/m2

α→0 for m2
α >> mW ,

LHC limits on superpartners give an opportunity to all, but the
decoupling solution could work without extra assumtions,



Foundations of On-Shell methods

I The Feynman amplitude is: M(pa, σa) = δ4(Σipi )A(pa, σa)

I The amplitude transforms under the Little group:

AΛ(pa, σa) = ΠaDσaσbA((Λp)b, σb) (12)

I But fields are manifiestly off-shell and transform as Lorentz
tensors, while particles transform under the little group,



What is QFT? (”Pert. Theory in Relative space”)

I In quantum mechanics one can go from coordinate space to
momentum space, i.e. Ψ(x)→ Φ(k),

I But QFT seems to make more sense in momentum space,

I Divergenes appear as poles in ε = D − 4, and the existence of
Quadratic divergences is questionable,

I Dimensional formulation of QFT → Space-time must be an
emergent phenomena,

I Why take it seriously? Hierarchy problem, Cosmological
constant, .. at least,



Emergent phenomena

I Composite models: Higgs, quarks, leptons, gauge bosons...
(Bjorken, Harari, Seiberg-Witten..)

I Emergent space-time: modification of general relativity →
dark matter, dark energy (Verlinde, Nielsen, ..)

I Multiverse: we are an small drop in a vast cosmic ocean ..
(String theory)



Foundations of the SM

(a) Gauge principle (Yang-Mills): It provides a rationale for the
origin of interactions,

(b) SSB: After the works of Englert-Brout, Higgs, particle physics
had a general method to provide masses to gauge vector
bosons. From these, it has to be a matter of experiments and
model building to find out which model was chosen by nature.

(c) Renormalization of Gauge Theories: ’t Hooft and Veltman
provided a general method to build renormalizable gauge
theories with massive vector bosons.

(d) Anomalies → Geometry and QFT.


